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Abstract. Theoretical considerations regarding the significance of earIy peer interaction
for later development suggest that socially withdrawn children may represent an 'at risk'
population. An analysis of behavioral, cognitive, and motivationa] correlates of intra-indi
vidual ditTerences in socia] involvement suggests that social involvement should be treated as
a multidimensional concept. I conceive social involvement as the result of two opposing
motivational tendencies, social approach and social avoidance, wh ich I assume to be largely
independent ofeach other. Application ofthis approach to interindividual ditTerences results
in at least three subgroups of socially withdrawn children (unsociable, shy. and avoidant
ones). Results of the Munich Longitudinal Study on the Genesis oflndividual Competencies
show that socially withdrawn children indeed represent a heterogeneous group. Among pre
school and kindergarten children, unsociable, shy; and avoidant children, as weil as children
characterized by a high rateof constructive solitary activity, appear to ditTer considerably in
various social-cognitive characteristics.

One focal concept in the last decade of
research on chiIdren's peer relationships and
social skills has been. social withdrawal.
From a Piagetian perspective, the reciprocal
nature of peer relations andtheir inherent
interpersonalconflicts stimulate the devel
opment of perspective..takingabilities, moral
judgment, and negotiation skills [Youniss,
1980]. From a socialleal'0ing view. children
gain sociaJ knowledge .and deve]op sodal
skills througn peer reinforcement, imitat
ing peers durillg parallel or interactive

play, orpeer tutoring [Hartup, 1983]. Both
theoretical approach es stress the significance
ofpeer interaction for mastering major de
velopmental tasks. Thus. children who do
not interact often with their peers may be at
risk in their later cognitiv. e and sodal devel
opment. Insufficient social-cognitive skiUs
may, in turn, leadto a negatjve self-concept
via social comparison processes and feed
back from peers (e.g.. neglect or rejection).
and hence may cause emotional problems
[Dodge. 1986; Rubin et a1., 1989].

Seyond Sodal WithdrawaJ

Intra-individual Differences in Social
Involvement
Although most of the research on social
withdrawal has pertained to interindividual
difTerences and their change over time, the
differential psychological question regarding
outcomes can be properly answered, in my
view, only on the basis of an understanding
of the nature of intra-individual differences
in social withdrawal.
Parten [1932] proposed 6 behavioral cate
gories of increasing sodal participation:
unoccupied, solitary play, onlooker, parallel,
associative, and cooperative play. Her ap
proach became weil integrated into the social
development literature because of her empir
ical finding that assessments of social partü:
ipation appeared to reflect teachers' impres
sions about children, as weil as an important
dimension ofage-related change. However,
.elose inspection of her data reveals that most
of the age difference was attributable to a
few children below 3 years of age. -More
important in the present context isthe prob
lem that Parten's operationalization of social
participation do~s not adequately reflect a
continuum of nonsocial to sodal involve
ment. Why should solitary play· be more
. social than being unoccupied? Altematively,
Parten's system may be seen as reflecting the
'maturity of play'. But why. then, is onlook
ing more maturethan solitary play? Parten's
[1932] construet of sodal participation
seems to re fleet three implicit assumptions:
(a) sodal play is more mature than nonsocial
play; (b) more mature play involves cogni
live processes of a higher level: and (e) de
gree of socia1 involvement is more important
for the maturity of play than is cognitive
. involvement. In order to make these implicit
assumptions explieit and testable.socialand
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eognitive involvement should be distin
guished, enabling their interaction to be
studied empirically.
Smilansky [1968] elaborated the original
Piagetian distinction between sensorimotor,
preoperational, and eoncrete operational
play by categorizing play into functional,
constructive, and dramatic play, and games
with rules. She thought that these eognitive
types ofplay would develop in this sequence.
Empirieal studies have shown that this is
true for the sequence (a) funetional play,
(b) constructive/dramatic play, and (e) games
with rules. However, there is no evidenee
that dramatie play develops later than eon
structive play. Also, no evidence exists for a
elose relation between social and cognitive
types of play during development [Rubin et
al., 1983J,
This conclusion also applies to unoccu
pied and onlooking behavior. The Piagetian
perspective stresses the role of action in eog
nitive development; both unoeeupied and
onlooking behavior thus may be assumed to
indicate a rather low cognitive level. How
ever, it is unknown what levels of cognitive
proeessing may oeeur when children care
fully watch the activities of peers, or whether
unoecupied children rnay be engaged in rich
fantasies. Caution should be exercised in
making assumptions eoncerning the eogni
tive eorrelates of children's behavioral
states.
I am currently involved in a longitudinal
study of children's emerging soeial-cognitive
competenciesin wh ich a sampie of 126 chil
dren is being followed from the beginning of
preschool at age 3-4 through eJementary
. school [Asendorpf. 1986a]. This· study is
.part of the Munich Longitudinal Study on
the Genesis of Individual Competencies
(LOGIC) [Weinert and Schneider. I 986J.
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Within this part of LOGIC. we analyze chil
dren's dyadic free play in a controlled situa
tion. among other assessments [Asendorpf,
1987]. The design allows for evaluating the
role of partner familiarity, as weIl as devel
opmental trends in ehildren's social-eogni
tive behavior.
Between ages 5 and 6, nonconstructive
solitary and parallel play decreased, whereas
solitary-constructive and sodal-interaetive
behaviür inereased. The presence of an un
familiar peer inhibited sodal interaction and
parallel-constructive play, and increased sol
itary-constructive and particularlyall forms
üf sülitary-nonconstructive activity. Thus.
unfamiIiarity with the peer appean!d tü
cause children to regress· to less mature
forms üf play. Doyle et al. (1980] have re
JJorted similar findiIigs. Analyses üf changes
in the prüportion of these behavioral catego
ries 'over time revealed three strong changes,
but only in the presence of an unfamiliar
peer.Onlooking peaked in the 2nd min and
decreased steadily afterwards; parallel play
increased until the 8th min and then de
creased,and sodal interaction increased
steadily until the end ofthe play sessiün.
These changes reflect the long process of
contact initiation with the unknown partner.
Children appeared to be motivated to inter
act but were too inhibited to do so in the
beginning.

Th~Motivation for S9cial Involvement

Presently. little is kn'own about what mo
tivates childrentoplay with peers. But it
seems clearthat intra-individual changes in
sodalinvolvement cannot be explained by a
singledimensiün.such as affiliation motiva
tion. Research on tbe motivatiomll bases of
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infants' reactions to adult strangers [Sroufe.
1977], or of the interaction of attachment
and exploratory behavior [Jones, 1985], sug
gests that a behavioral systems perspective.
which assurnes that many different motiva
tional systems contribute to social involve
ment, is more appropriate. When being
aroused, some ofthese motivational systems
increase the tendency to approach peers, oth
ers increase the tendency to ignore peers, and
still others increase the tendency to avoid
peers. Yet, very little is known about why
children approach peers [Hartup, 1983], and
not much more is known about why children
sometimes avoid playing with peers. Thus, it .
seems rather fruitless today to formulate
elaborate theoretical models üf alI the püssi
ble mütivational systems that must be eün
sidered.
lnstead. a I~ss ambitiüus endeavür may
be more appropriate. I have suggested [Asen
dürpf, 1986a, b] cünceiving üf intra-individ
ual changes in südal invülvement as result
ing früm twodifferent behaviüral tendencies
that are regarded as independent of each üth
er: südal approach and südal avüidance.
Each tendency may be considered the result
üf different motivational tendencies cüntrib
uting tü approach .or avoidance, respectively.
This simple scheme allows us tü distinguish
among four mütivatiünal states (table 1).
Children may simply ignore peers because
they are immersed in nonsodal activities
such as playing with toys. They may be moti
vated to play with peers or to avoid them.
And they may be trapped, in an approach
avoidance conflict because different motiva
tional systems· are aroused, resulting in con~
trary behavioral tendencies. This conflict
can be resülved behaviorally by a compro
mise. or it can remain unresolved. in whieh
case ambivalent bebavior resuIts. This no
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Table I. Four social-motivational states
tion of a motivational conflict leads beyond
a unidimensional concept of social involve
Approach tendency
me nt.
Three lines of evidence indicate that such
+
a motivational conflict plays an important
ignore
approach
role in certain situations. First, research on
Avoidance
tendency
fear of adult strangers indicates a develop
+
avoid
ambivalent
mental trend. Whereas infants show either
compromise
sociable or wary behavior, after the first year
of life, ambivalent, 'coy' reactions increase.
These consist of a mixlure of approach (e.g.,
smiling) and avoidance behavior [e.g., gaze
aversion; Bretherton and Ainsworth, 1974]. during regular free play in preschool. The
Greenberg and Marvin [1982] found that the type and timing of the behavior observed" in
majorityof 3· to 4-year-olds reacted with this the preceding situationssuggest that an ap
characteristic coy expression, at least for a proach-avoidance confliet is fairly common
short time.Second, the timing of preschool wben children are confronted with unfamil·
cbildren's behavior toward unfamiliar peers iar adultsor peers, or have to enter groups of
(see above) suggests that most children go peers, even if these groups consist of familiar
through an approach-avoidance conflict at children.
tbe beginning, resulting in prolonged onlook
ing from a distance, then become engaged in
parallel playas a compromise between ap
Interindividual Differences in Social
Withdrawal
proach and avoidance, and, fimlIly, begin to
interacl. [See Bakeman and Brownlee, 1980,
If the motivational scheme shown in ta
for a similarresult concerning the role of
parallel playas an intermediate stage be- . ble I is applied to interindividual differ
tween solitary activity and interaction.] ences. three types of socially withdrawn chil
Third, studies on children's entry behavior dren may be distinguished:unsociable, avoi·
into groups of peers suggest that a si milar dant, and shy .. Unsociab/e children are as
conflict arises. The best evidence sterns from sumed to be less involved with peers because
a sequential analysis of the tactics second of a low approach motive. not because of a
graders (age 7) use when they tryto enter high avoidance motive. These children may
groups of unfamiliar peers [Dodge et al.. be more interested in playing. with objects
1983]. The typical sequence found was than peers. This type of social withdrawal
(a) . inhibited approach ['wait.and-hover'; has seldom been stud,ied:one reason for this
Gottmann, 1977]. (b) parallel play. and then negIect may·be that Jolk nothil"nS5uggest that
(c) agroup-oriented verbal statement. Very children are sociable 'by natl..1re', and that
social withdrawal bence always.indicates a
seldom did children directly involve them
selves in the group's activity. In the LOGIC problem. (In Germany this notion is strongIy
endorsed by both parents anäteachers.) Jen"
study. we found a similar pattern when chi 1
dren tried to enter groups of Jami/iar peers nings [1975]did. one of thefew studies on
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preschool children's preference for nonsocial
constructive activity versus peers interaction
(,object versus people orientation'). The
more children played constructively alone.
the higher they scored on tests of physical
knowledge: no deficit in social knowledge
was found among the more object-oriented
children.
Rubin [1982al found that after control
ling for mental age, the relative amount of
time preschoolers spent in cJassroom free
play of a solitary-constructive type was not
related to teacher ratings of sodal compe
tence, whereas unoccupied, solitary-func
tional, and solitary-dramatic play was nega
tively related to these ratings. Roper and
Hinde [1978] did a factor analysis of interin
dividual differences in various observational
measures of social activities (including Part
en's categories) for 3- to 5-year-olds. A three
factor solution emerged: a parallel-to-group
dimension indicating. how interactively a
ehild played when with peers, a self-to-other
dimension reflecting how much ehildren
played on their own. and an unoccupied
occupied dimension. Thus, high amounts of
solitary play and interactive play are not
mutually excJusive. On the whole, these find
ings suggest that a high amount of solitary or
parallel play is 'not necessarily evil' [Rubin,
1982a] if the play is constructive. However,
this conclusion is based on findings for pre
schooJers and kindergarteners; for older chi!
dren, it is unwarranted, as I argue below.
. Shy children are assumed to be less in
volved with peers because they are often
trapped in an approach-avoidance eonflict.
Depending on the resolution of this confliet,
they should show more inhibited approach
behavior (e.g., wait-and-hover and onlook
ing), more behavior indicatinga compro
mise between approach and avoidanee (e.g.,
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parallel play), and less social-interactive be
havior (conversation and group play). In the
LOGlC study, we target this group each year
by an unweighted composite z-score consist
ing of a parental rating. a teacher score based
on the California Child Q-Set [Block and
Block. 1980], and two behavioral measures
(e.g.. the rate of wait-and-hover behavior ob
served during regular free play in school and
the latency for the first spontaneous utter
anee directed toward an unfamiliar adult or
peer). These eomposite scores showed a con
siderable 2-year stability of 0.62 between age
3-4 and age 5-6 for our unselected sampie of
children. Also, statistieally significant con
current and predictive relations to other
measures of shyness were found. For exam
pie. the aggregated shyness score at age 4-5
eorrelated with (a) observer ratings of shy
behavior in interaetions with adult strangers
in the same year (0.73), as weIl as 2 years
later (0.62); (b) the duration of silenee during
the first 2 min of eonversation with the
stranger in the same year (0.61), as weIl as 2
years later (0.41); (c) observer ratings of shy
behavior in an interview eondueted by an
unfamiliar adult 2 years later (0.50): (d) the
rate of nonconstructive soIitary activity in
dyadie free play with an unknown peer I
year later (0.34), but not the rate of construc
tive solitary aetivity, and (e) the rate ofsocial
interaction with an unknown peer (-0.35),
.' but not with a familiar playmate.
Kagan and associates [Kagan et al., 1987;
Reznick et al., 1986] found a similar longitu
dinal stability and eross-situational eonsis
tency in shyness for similar settings. Their
correlations are somewhat inflated, however,
because they worked with groups of ex
,tremely inhibited or noninhibited children.
These and our data provide strong evidenee
that shyness is a rather stable dimension of
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interindividual differences in social behav
ior toward unfamiliar peers and adults and
toward groups of peers even if they consist of
familiar children. It seems not accidental
that these social settings also appear to
arouse approach-avoidance conflicts among
children in general.
The third assumed type of social with
drawal, avoidance. is the least studied. Cer
tainly some cbildren clearly avoid peers,
with litde sign of ambivalence. Some prelim
inary data from the LOGIC study suggest
that peer avoidanee is related predominantly
to aggressiveness. When the children in the
LOGIC study were 4-5 years old we asked
each of their two preschool teachers to inde
pendently nominate up to 3 ehildren (includ
ing children not in the LOGIC sam pie) as
representative of each of 5 extreme types:
sociable, aggressive, unsociable, shy, and
avoidant. We didnot provide these labels
but defined each type in terms of a short
behavioral description. Teachers acfoss mul
tiple schools nominated a total of 241· ·chil
dren for the 5 types. Generally,teacher
agreement was satisfaetory, although there
were diffictilties in distinguishing between
unsociable arid shy children. Figure I shows
the profile of thegroup means on various
concurrent social-cognitive rneasures for
children who were consensuallynominated
. by pairs of teachers for the unsociable. shy.
or avoidant groups.
Only a few children were nominated as
avoidant. Figure I shows that these children
had extremely high scores on allthree mea
sures of aggressiveness. the observed rate of
wait-and-hover behavior in their preschool
group. andnoneonstructive soHtary play in
two eontrolled play sessions. as weIl as low
cognitive level of play. Since this groupwas
so smalL these strong deviations from aver
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age could have been due to only 1 or 2 chil
dren. However, individual analyses revealed
that the 3 avoidant boys were each more
than one standard deviation above average
in observed shy contact initiations and in
either onlooking or being unoccupied. The
one avoidant girl bad the bighest aggressive
ness score of all girls in the LOGIC sampie
on each of the three measures of aggressive
ness and an average score on observed shy
contact initiations. Since overall the mea
sures of shyness and aggressiveness were
negatively eorrelated, in all 4 cases shyness
was unusually high relative to aggressive
ness. (The below-average teacher score of
shyness for the avoidant group does not con
tradict this finding because this score was a
correlation between children's Q-sort and a
•
prototype Q-sort fora 'typical shy child'
characterized by low ranks for aggressive
ness-related items.) Thus. the avoidant
group was characterized by a pattern ofhigh
aggressiveness and relatively high shyness.
This group seems to be very similar to the
group caUed 'active isolates' by Rubin and
Mills [1988] and the 'withdrawn-aggressive
children' studied by Ledingharn and
Schwartzman [1984].
The profileof the ehildren nominatedas
shy fully confirmed theexpeetation of high
shyness, low aggressiveness, and inhibited
sodal interaetion in dyadie play. This inhibi
tion led to a high rate of constructive parallel.
play. and: not to mueh onlooking or being
unoccupied. Thus. these children appear to
have often resolveq. their approaeh-avoid
anee eonniet by compromise (table 1).
The profile of the children nominated as
unsocial>le did not show strong deviations
from average. Either the teaehers had failed
to identify this group reliably. or interindi
vidual differenees in unsociable behavior are
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Fig. 1. Profiles of z-score means of unsociable.
shy. and avoidant children. Teacher scores refer to
correlationsbetween Q-sort profiles and .prototypit
Q-sort profiles for a typical shy, ego-conttolled, ego
resibent, and ~~re.ssive cb.iId.. Parental scores refer to
parental scales. Öb~erved scores refer to codings of
childrert's benavior 'd.uring regular free play in' their
prescnool. Dyadic play sc()res are aggregated for free

play sessions with unfamiliar and familiar peers: 'un
construcllv'e'refers t'o unoccupied, onlooking. and
fUlictionalalid drll'matiti'play. a'nd 'eonstructive' ce
Cers to con~tructive·an~U:iCploratory play: the cogni·
tive level of pl!i:Y j~ a ~ei~t~d mean. of rougl).~nd
tumble and fUJlct.i()rial, plaY (weigbt 0). exploratory
play (weight' l'),~~d co~structive and dramatic play
. ... '.i;
'.
(weight 2).

not stabIe Qver titne arid across situations. In
order to exaniine. these two possibilities
more c1osely, I conducted an analysis 'of two
exttemegroups of children who were all be
low avetagein theirtate of socialinteraction

in the two dyadicplay ses.sions {fig..l )\ .and
additionally Ca) onestaadard devi~tion
above average insolitary-ccrnstructive activ
ity (includingexploramry play) and one
standard deviation below a~erage in soJitary
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Table 2. Some item ranks in a Teacher Q-sort for two groups of unsociable children (mean ± SD)"
ltem

Nonconstructive (n = 5)

Overreacts to minor frustrations
Expresses negative feelings directly
Tends to be sulky or whiny
Seeks physicaJ contact with others
Has rapid shifts in mood

0.92±0.86
0.81 ±0.72
0.80± 1.11
0.78 ±0.83
0.69±0.95

-0.29± 1.01
O.OO± 1.06
-0.28±0.53
-O.1O±0.66
-0.38±0.79

-0.68± 1.01
-0.70± 1.16
-0.77±0.52
-O.82± 1.15
-0.94±0,45

O.OO± 1.00
0,45±0.63
0,44± 1.08
O.24±0.72
-0.26± 1.24

0.22± 1.08

-0.71 ±0,47

Is vital, energetic, Iively
Is admired snd sought out by other children
Seeks to be independent
Is curious and exploring
Pushes and tries to stretch limits
Cries easily
•

Constructive (n - 12)

In terms of z-scores determined for the whole sampIe (n = 210).

nonconstructive activity (including dramatic
play), or (b) vice versa. Thus, group A repre
sents 'constructive-unsociables' and group B
'nonconstructive-unsociables'. Group A is
identical tothe group called 'passiveisolates'
by Rubin and Mills [1989]; gr,oup B issinii
lar but not identical to Rubinand MilI's: 'ac
tive isolates'. Table 2 showsför the'noncon
structive-unsociable group the:5.highest.and·
the 5 lowest z-score means of the 54 Q-sort
hems, and their standa;di,d~iati~ps;E9r
comparison, the means,aßd· S;lQ;tlOafG-i devia
!ions of these i tems are also ptes~lted f~r the
constructive-unsoc-iable grQtl~;(ai:i~t;hf aädi..
tion the only item that\V~~~cÖ'm.~~rablY ex
treme for this group. (For aB other hems, the
.means were below 10.52;.)
The pattern of differencessuggeststhat
unsociable preschool children represent a
heterogeneous .group, .. lt seerns essential to
distinguish nonconstructive- and construc
tiv.e~unsodables: nonconsll'Uctive-unsocia
. bles tend to' be. emotionally unstable and
. dependent; w.nereas·· constructiye-unsocia-

bles tendto show the opposite pattern. eon
founding both groups (whichhas been com
mon praclice in studies of sodal withdrawal
until recently [Funnan et al.,1979; Rubin,
I 982b]) henceappears problematic. Togeth
er, the teacher nomination and the observa
tional approach revealed clear differences
within the group of children commonly
. called 'sodally withdrawn'.

Conclusion
Intra- alld interindividual analyses of 50
cial involvement have shown that sodal par
tidpation is not a homogcmeousdimension,
and thatsocially withdrawnchildren do not
represent a homogeneous groupduring the
preschool and kindergarten years. Instead.
different types of sodal withdrawal can be
distinguished that differ both in the motiva
tion 'underlyiIlgsocial noninvolvement and
in the cognitive correlatesof th~ characteris
trc behavior. It seems unlikely that a lowrate
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of interaction as such is a problem in early
childhood, given the heterogeneity of these
children. U nconstructive-unsociable chil
dren appear to be emotionally unstable and
dependent. whereas constructive-unsociable
children tend to show the opposite pattern.
Furthermore. if sodal withdrawal appears to
be problematic at this age. different with
drawn children differ greatly in the type of
problem they have. (Compare. for example.
the shy and the avoidant groups in fig. I.)
However, this view of sodal noninvolve
ment among young children cannot be ex
tended to older children. Rubin and Mills
[1989] and Strauss et al. [1986] have found
some evidence that constructive unsociabil
ity does present a problem after age 6. Thus,
social withdrawal appears to change its
meaning between age 7 and the beginning of
puberty. The more we begin to understand
the meaning of the many facets of social
withdrawal in childhood. the more differen
tiated our view of this phenomenon be
comes.
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